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Street lights in library parking lot are repaired
By L aura Rosenblum
Slatl Writer

Malfunctioning lights that have been
plaguing the library parking lots since ihe
first weeks of fall quarter were repaired
Friday. A Mustang Daily inquiry had
revealed that three street lights in the lots
closest to the library were blinking on and
off — remaining off for up to 15 seconds at
a time.
The “ cycling” of the lights indicates
that the lights are reaching capacity and
need to be replaced, said Gerry Gentilucci,

manager of architectural trades at the
Plant Operations electrical shop. .As of
last Thursday Gentilucci said he had
heard nothing about the problem.
University Police Sergeant Stephen
Schroeder is in charge of the campus
police graveyard shift from 6 p.m^ to 2
a m. He said the lighting problem may
have gone unrepiorted by his men bccausi;;
they may have thought it was a conserva
tion measure put forth by the electrical
shop. However, Paul Gordon, a campus
electrician said; “ The whole system is on

tuners liincrs n un on and oil sections cl
the lot. not individual lights ''
Because the library leceived repeated
c o mpl ai nt s a bout
the nialf unci loning
lights, Joan kennedy. library assistant,
reported the problem to Public Safeiv two
weeks ago
"They told me it was the electriuiic eve
that was out ol sync and thev vvould
report it (to Plant Operations.)"
The normal civurse of a security c om
plaint such as a broken light begins with a
call to Public Saletv. Public Safetv then

inlornis Plani Opeiaiioiis ,ind tlic lob i'
deicgaied ti> itic .ipjsiopi i.iic dcpaiimeni,
ut this vasc. ihc clcciiicat >tiop 1 iihei
campio policc oi individuai' m,iv oiiginaie
.1 ci'niplaint One ol ihc Plani Opciaiioiiv
nianagcis ihen .issiguv ilic piv'blem a
piii'riiv number tioin luic io toni, wiih i>nc
heilig I he iiighesi pi nvrii v
" l i g h i s aie ncvei ,i otre |siii'iitv, thev
are a iwo piu>rii\," said (.icniilucci.
manager toi thè area vu canipus lighting
Ser I K i H I s . b a ck page

Cuts likely
in federal
aid money
By ( raig Andrews

AN0YFROKJEM/Sp«cl<l to Iho Daily
I Poly’« V«ra P«nd«rgasl return« a UOP »arve, while teammates Claudia Hemmersbach (8) and Lynn Kessler (5) took on The Mustangs
Itriumphed 15-11,15-10,1-15,1S-8 over the Tigers of UOP Saturday and also beat U.C. Santa Barbara Friday.

Egyptian commandos storm hijacked plane
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VALLETTA, Malta (AP) —
Egyptian commandos stormed a
hijacked Egyptair jetliner Sun
day night, and an explosion and
gunfire during the assault killed
as many as 50 people aboard the
Boeing
717,
a government
spokesman said.
“ There are about 50 dead by
bullet or fire,” spokesman Paul
Mifsud told reporters two hours
after the assault.
He said the hijackers hurled
hand grenades at the passengers

when they realized the plane was
being stormed, and the resulting
fire destroyed ihe inside of the
jetliner
The victims "were trapped in
side and couldn't gel out," he
added.
I here were different leporis on
the numbei of hijackers, ringing
from two to four.
Malta's stale-run television
said about 80 people were on the
jetliner when the commandos at
tacked. It said 28 wounded peo

ple were taken to hospitals
Mifsud said Prime Minister
C' a r m e I o
Mifsud
Bo n n ic i
authorized the assault because
" t h e situation was gelling oiii ot
h a n d " He added ihai ii was
lolally an Egyptian operation
Mifsud quoted Ihe pilot. Capi.
Ham Galal. as saying ihe hijack
leader was “ a m a d m a n " who
sang and danced each lime he
shot a hostage and tossed the
body from the plane onto the
tarmac.
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Soviet speaks

•ge*

Arkady ZaUnyak, a Cal Poly student and Russian
anmlgrant, talks about his mova to the United
States. Page 5.
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Tigers mauled

Happy hoopsteFeS

The Lady Mustangs triumph over number-one ranked
University of the Pacific In a four-game match Page
8.

The men s bas)<etbail team o d o p s inc feason .viin ii
win over the College of Notre Dame Page e
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Food for thought

W hoever said winning
is everything was wrong
There is m ore to the gam e than winning.
It may be hard for a coach to adm it that fact during a
hard- fought season, but m ost would have to adm it that
there are trem endous advantages to be had from p ar
ticipating with a team , regardless o f the record.
The Cal Poly football team ended their season over the
weekend on a losing note. Their ending record was a notso-hot four wins and seven losses. Some people m ight call
that a losing season because everybody loves a winner.
The football players are winners. They w orked hard all
season and did n ’t give up the fight until the contest was
over. M any o f the lost games could easily have gone the
opposite direction except for a few bad breaks th at are just
part o f the gam e.
It's tough having a bad season when other team s on
cam pus bring hom e national titles.
The w om an’s cross country team won another national
cham pionship handily while the m en’s team cam e in sev
enth. The w om an’s volleyball team dealt U O P their first
loss o f the season and are surely headed for the cham pion
ship tournam ent. With all these winners around it is easy
to overlook a win deficient football team .
The coaches and players should be com m ended for all
their hard work and effort. The record m ay not show it but
they are all winners.

M urphyology: A few rules to live by
Well, I finally did it. Four long
years of constant studying has
paid off (no. I’m not graduating,
1 mean let’s be realistic)
I fi
nally got my B.H. (Bachelor’s of
Hum or) degree from Uncle
Smeezer’s correspondence school
of Comedy. My senior project
was on Murphyology, the study
of why things always happen in
the most absurd way possible.
Here is an excerpt from the
research I’ve done around the
Cal Poly campus:
Baldwin’s Observation. The
seven reasons that freshmen give
most often for partying are:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday.
Dintzer’s First Theorem. Spell
ing errors on term papers
reproduce asexually.
Schroeder’s Theorem on Laun
dry. No matter how long you
wait, clothes will never wash
themselves. Corollary: Blue jeans

be offered by a teacher you'\e
been trying to avoid, and another
will have three separate sections
all at seven in the morning.
Apodaea’s QaeatioB. Why were
the Dining Hall and the Health
Center built at the same time?
Roy’s laterpretatioB of Reali
ty. Cal Poly needs a bowling
alley like a fish needs a boomer
ang.
OtcU’s Sccoad Theorem on
School. If at first you don’t suc
ceed, take it pass/fail.
Mohawp’s Scalor Project.
Constant inbreeding and adap
tive mutation has produced a
new species:
the computer
science major, an organism that
requires no sleep and is capable
of drinking Coke for breakfast.
Muaro’s Threat. It is easy to
laugh at the Mustang Daily, but
be warned ... the Mustang DalK
is probably laughing at you.

are never dirty.
Monro’s Doctrine. The words
‘‘California Polytechnic State
University at San Luis Obispo”
never fit in any blank where ‘col
lege’ is asked for. Corollary: Any
attem pt at abbreviation will
result in the question, “ Are you
from Cal Tech?”
Plngle’s Tbcorcai. The only
thing that tastes worse than
chewing on a number' 2 pencil is
lunch at the Dining Hall.
Diehl’s First Theorem on
School. It is impossible to take
an essay test on a scantron form.
Lorraine’s Library Theorem.
When the elevators arc broken,
the book you need will be on the
fifth floor.
Ingrid’s Theorem on Senior
Scheduling. If you need one class
to graduate, it will be cancelled.
If you need two classes to grad
uate, they will be offered at the
same time. If you need three
classes to graduate, one will only

See RULES, page 3

LEHERS TO THE EDITOR
Reader comes to the
defense of students
Editor — This letter Is in response
to the column "Crazy like a fox
x x '!!" by Kevin H Fox dated Friday
Nov 22. 1985
Let me begin by saying that I read
the Mustang Daily every day, cover
to cover I enjoy having an idea of
what IS happening on and around
campus I am interested in the opi
nions of my fellow students, and I
like to know what opinions are be
ing expressed by the editorial staff
But the column by Mr Fox this
past Friday didn't strike a pleasant
chord with me. Kevin Is quick to
point out that he Is not afraid to
speak his mind and then proceeds
to demonstrate just how little his
mind really is.
In his column, he says students
are "ignorant of the world around
them This "fact" is supported by
the survey by the head of the history
departm ent The survey dealt with
student kn owle dge con cern in g the
world and current events " This
Ml f o x to the c on clu sion that
.' gn otunce can o n ly " by traced
t a rk to society's apathy for any
'hin g that de esn t affect them

economically Well, I don't agree at
all.
The students here at Cal Poly
need to be commended, not attack
ed. These same "Ignorant" students
are the ones who will make
themselves better informed when
they get beyond the guilded walls of
academia
Most students are here because
they want to learn and become
meaningful, educated citizens —
not to hide from the real world.
These are the people who have his
torically been better informed and
more actively involved in social and
political affairs than any other
group.
They are the ones who are Inter
ested In learning what is happening
around them. But we all live under
certain constraints as students. Our
time Is a precious thing. The
pressures of school can be enor
mous and sometimes we just don't
have the hours or the energy to seek
out and memorize current world af
fairs I myself find it difficult to keep
abreast of all aspects of what is
happening in the world, but this is
not because I don't care
I resent the implication that stu
dents of Cal Poly are nothing more
than a bunch of apathetic money
mongers We may not be very
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Error in style piques
this reader’s interest
EdMor
—
The
penultim ate
sentence in your recent article con
cerning students' Ignorance of his
tory and geography stated that Pro
fessor Riedlsperger's curiosity had
been "peaked" by the test results. I
think that your intrepid reporter has
reached a new pique in the Daily's
misuse of the English language
JA Y L. DEVORE
Statistics Department

A solution is needed to
the ignorance problem
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Real versus sell out
world debate goes on
Editor — Regarding the lette'
written by Jef Fword on the rea
world and the sell out world:
It seems to me this sell out wond
is none other than the poor man s
dream world. Who doesn't wish fo'
wealth to happen upon himself’
And who says that those who do
don't also wish It upon their fellow
man? Money rules the worlo — we
weren't all born yesterday. Careers
are a game, just like school, and to
play It doesn't twist you around any
more than school, or football oi
tennis. Wake up and enjoy tht
world, for the world exist*everywhere. There are no standard
for reality because nothing is unreu
(it is, therefore it's real!) So
Fword. society isn't going to w.i .
our individuality along the ca •
path
CORDEN R O Ü E -
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Such steps would be a solid first
step toward solving the "ignorance
problem,” and would also be a more
worthwhile endeavor than getting
cheap thrills off other people's pro
blems.
WILLIE WRIGHT

Editor — In a recent article and
several times In a regular column
this quarter, the Mustang Dally has
addressed the unfortunate and
widespread problem of people being
ignorant of tacts and events that
don't directly affect them. However,
these articles have taken a "smarter
than thou" attitude and consisted
largely of ridicule, altitudes which
can only worsen the problem.
What's needed is enquiry to
discover and correct tne causes of
this sad state, and considerate
assistance to be offered to those
who are In it.
A good place to begin such an
enquiry would be our educational
system. In the U.S., and especially
in California, it's possible to gradu
ate from high school (and in some
cases, even college) knowing next
to nothing about the world, yet
thoroughly convinced of being of
top of it
Our schools need to belter
motivate students to learn, and
demonstrate to them that learning
is not equated with pain and hassle,
while also giving them a realistic
outlook of life after graduation.

BLOOM C O U N T Y

M u s t a n g D a il y
Donald Munro
Dan Ruthemeyer
Margaret Barrett
Susan Edmondson
Gregg Schroeder
Kevin H. Fox

knowledgable about international
affairs but give us a fair shake. We
will be the ones at the forefront of
society. Not only will we be more
informed, but we'll be In a better
position to understand and evaluate
what we see and hear.
If this "uninformed” student
recalls correctly, Mr. Fox is
transferring from journalism to his
tory as a mojor. I must admit that I'll
be sorry to see him leave the
Mustang Daily. His open and opi
nionated style has made for some
interesting and thought provoking
reading, but on this occasion it
seems to me that the foxxx was out
chasing parked cars.
KEVIN SMITH
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Architect speaks
c.

Syntax similar to architecture
By SaUy Kinsell

Geometric syntax can be ap contract, and we must abide b>
plied to the design of buildings, that contract, he added. Certain
Architecture is like syntactics: said Broadbent. "With geometric styles of architecture share the
different parts of a building syntax you can do two things. same meanings also, said Bioadrelate to one another to create You can divide things up or add bent.
the entire design, much like the them together and as a result a
Sometimes the geometric syii
LOCKWOOD, Calif. (AP) — A minor earthquake measuring
way words of a sentence relate to pattern will emerge.” Broadbent tax of a building can inie'^fere
3.9 on the Richter scale rolled through sparsely populated ran
one another to create the mean-'^ showed slides of architecture.in- *v^ith the practical u>e of the
chlands near this Monterey County town Sunday, officials said.
ing of the sentence, said an in the Islamic world to illustrate building, said Broadbent. Mi
There were no reports of damage or injury.
ternationally-known English ar the use of such geometric pat cued examples of a poorly placed
The epicenter of the 11:22 a.m.^quake was near Lockwood, 200
chitectural educator in a speech terns in architecture.
handicap ramp, which didii’i fit
miles north of downtown Los Angeles, said Frank* Baldwin'of
Thiirsdiy night on "Meaning in
Architecture is similar lo syn m with the "flow " of the build
the National Earthquake Information Center in Golden, Colo.
Architecture.”
tax in that words convey, mean ing, and a~~nuiseum that visitors
The temblor was felt in San Luis Obispo, SO miles to the
Geoffrey Haigh Broadbent, ings* that literally help construct
would get lost in because the
south, said a San Luis Obispo County sheriff's dispatcher who
professor and head of the School the Sentence and make the structure of (he building failed to
declined to be identified,
.> > <
'AfOllitcCiUre at Portsmouth sentence stand out, said Broad mdiv'ate' ihe way they should
A few residents called ^ about the quake ibut there '•was no ■ 'Pdlytectutlc:'^'l)niversity, visited bent. Certain words mean certain
«alk through it. There must be* a
damage reported, Monterey County sheriff dispatcher Doreen ■ ’ Cal
(part of a lecture things because we’ve agreed to balance between the style of the
Dawes said.
series sponsored by the architec share the meaning of the English
building and its practical use, he
ture department.
language as a type of a - social «aid.'
Slalf WrIMr

Minor quake felt in ranchlands

Car bomb injures Americans .

FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) — At least 23 people,
mostly Americans, were injured Sunday and 42 cars were
reported destroyed in the explosion of a car bomb at a busy
U.S. military shopping center, a U.S. Army spokesman said.
The blast occurred at 3:20 p.m., shattering windows, destroy
ing cars in the store’s parking lot and blowing a hole in a nearby
building.
West German police said there was no immediate claim of
responsiblity for the explosion.

Waite optimistic about release
ATHENS, Greece (AP) — Anglican envoy Terry Waite, in
Athens after a high-speed car ride Sunday through combat in
Beirut, said he was “ optimistic” about his attempts to negoti
ate the release of American hostages in Lebanon.
Waite, the archbishop of Canterbury’s envoy, is due to leave
for New York early Monday to meet U,S. officials on his efforts
to free the hostages. His one-man mercy mission was stalled in
the Lebanese capital because of fighting between rival Moslem
factions.

Faster than
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Love Letters
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RULES
Fronpage2
The PGAE Postulate. Since
the construction of Diablo Can
yon Nuclear Power Plant, every
new building on the Cal Poly
campus looks like a bomb
shelter.
Costanzo’s First -Theorem.
Homework is given for three
reasons: I) To force you to do
work outside-of class. 2) To show
what you don’t know. 3) For the
teacher’s amusement. Corollary:
Only the third one is practical.
Hanley’s Law. The only thing
more painful’ than homework is
thinking about homework.
I Ricci’s Law. The only solution

for Hanley’s Law is a beci.
Jcakhi’s Observation. School is
what you get when you cross a
scholar and a fool.
Nuacs’s Corollary. The, real
trouble is telling them apart.
Devore’s Statistical Theory.
Sheer mathematical probability
says that someday you will find
an open, legal parking space.
Wolf’s Postulate. Today pro
bably wasn’t the day.
,j
Blixt’s Law. Midterm exams
aren’t, student aid isn’t and the
only way out of a physics class is
feet first and with a sheet over
your head.
Wolf’s Law. The chance of a
teacher calling on you is inverse
ly proportional to the amount of
knowledge you possess on the

topic. Corollaiy: Don’t raise your
hand unless you’re having a
ieizure.
Reality. You can’t win. You
can’t break even. You can't
escape.
School. The business degree is
based_on trying to win. The child
development' degree is based on
trying to break ' even. Happy
hour is based on trying to escape.
Sherri’s Law. If the clock is
fast, the teacher will be faster. II
the cluck is slow, the teacher will
be slower.
Rostov's Law. If you question
a man, ask a computer. If you
question a computer, ask a man.
Diehl’s Third Theorem about
School. Aerobics classes offer the
best curves.
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An accessible university fo r the disabled student]
By Laurie Magin

the original plaza
had a deep
concrete surface
and “ never
would have gotten
a wheelchair
through it."
According to Phillips, all building plans must be
reviewed by
the State Handicap Compliance

Staff Wrttar

Cal Poly has come to the
forefront of educational institu
tions which provide disabled
students with easy access to
buildings.
According to Peter Phillips,
cam pus a rc h ite c tu ra l c o o r
dinator, more than $1 million has
been spent for on-campus im
provements related to disabled
access.
The National Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 made it mandatory
to«have disabled access to build
ings, but according to Phillipir*}^
Cal Poly was ahead of legislation
and “ well ahead of a lot of in
stitutions." Curb cuts were the
.first project, started in 1972, in,
anticipation of returning disabled
Vietnam veterans.
D u rin g ' th e
m id -1 9 7 0 s ,
elevators, door accesses land
ramps were added to campus
buildings. According to Phillips,
there was concern for thé ap
pearance of some buildings, ad
ding that the biggest visual im
pact were the ramped entries into
buildings. He said the Business
Administration and Education
Building, built in the 1940s, was
a major concern since it had a
“ formal” main entry, and that a
ramp would change it. A ramp
wgs constructed to maintain the
formality.
The University Union, said
Phillips, was constructed "in the
middle of the change of attitude"
towards disabled needs. He said

-Unit. The plans, said Phillips,
“ have to complyor they’ll
send
them back.”
The latest projects under construction are elevators in the
Physical Education Building
and
H.P. Davidson Musk Center,

and according to Phillips, are the
last two buildings that do not
have d isa b le d access. The
elevators are being funded by
state handicap funds. “ They put
money behind the law," he said,
Complying with the law adds

Steps, bumps and hills can be obstacles
By Laaric Magin
SUff WrtlM

With mçre than SI million spent on making
fhe Cal Poly campus “ barrier-free,” a few
problems, which may be hardly noticeable by
most people, still exist for disabled students.
Sidewalk cracks, bumps and small steps
may be easy to walk over, but for a wheelchair
user, what may seem “ barely noticeable" may
be a major obsucle.
Ira Manroe, a computer science major and
wheelchair user, has become very aware of
these minor sidewalk imperfections and steps
during his first quarter at Poly.
“ I was going around a corner and busted a
wheel ofr* on a small step near a doorway, he
said. He added that for most other chairs, it
may not have made much of a difference, but
he “ caught it just right."
According to Manroe, thkk carpets and tile
floors, such as the one found on the fust floor
o f the Hbrery, are “ irritations." Another pro
blem, he said, is getting through crowded
hallways.
As a computer science major, Manroe is
faced with some unique problems. His biggest
one is the inaccessibility of many library
computer terminals.
“ There are only two or three terminals I can
get to ," adding that he usually has to wait for
an accessible one.
W hyicver disabled students encounter

problems such as inaccessible'
Or'
problem sidewalks, they repdri il^^^B'^bisabled
Student Services which in ^turri notifies cam
pus planning authorities.
' \
.......
According to Dou^as Geriirtl. exK^tive
dean of Facilities ^A ^inistrttidn^' all ' pro /l:
grams, not buildings, must he accessible.
Gerard said that a program will be moved to
accomodate the student if it is held in a build
ing that does not have a disabled access. He
added that his administration works with
Disabled Student Services and seeks its input.
Not only has his administration modified
the campus for the mobility-impaired, but also
for the hearing and visually impaired. Fire
alarms have been installed that not only
sound a warning, but also light up. Braille
symbob have been added to elevators and
doorways.
“ We’re probably ^ r th e r along than others
in the state system." said Gerard.
Manroe agreed.
“ It looks like they’ve done everything they
could do to make it convenient," he said,
“ There’s always a way of getting there ...
every building is quite accessible.”
Manroe is still trying to get used to certain
obstacles that cannot be eliminated — the
hills.
“ The hills are tough,” he said, “ but I’m
getting stronger."

cost, Phillips said, but it is
minor. “ It’s more expensive to
retrofit everything.”
Architects have increased iheir
awareness for the disabled, said
Phillips, and are trying to make
things easier for them.
Disabled Student Services is
another campus organization
that is trying to make things
easier for the disabled student.
According to Beth Currier,
assistant coordinator for Disabl
ed
j Servkes, Cal Poly i$
as g o ^ , U not better than other
campuses, for disabled access.
The big;|^i prrs’oiem is the natu
ral terrain, she said.
“ There’s no way to level hills.
If student mobility is impaired,
we can compensate for the hills,"
said Currier. A tram is provided
for both permanently and tem
porarily disabled students.
“ One problem I see is the safe
ty for chair users and the mobili
ty
im p a ir e d
in
n a rro w
walkways.” Currier said that two
disabled ^ tu d e n ts have been
struck by cyclists on such
walkways. Chained bicycles on
hand rails and along ramps are
other problems for the mobilityimpaired. Students need to be
aware of this, she added.
In the classroom, “ It is up to
the students to determine their
own needs,” said Currier. “ We
can act as advocates for the stu
dent," she said, adding, “ We are
very fortunate to have an
understanding faculty."

Conference reviews CSU committment to undergraduates

By Craig Aadrews
sun Wrttaf

A review of bachelor degrees
offered by the California S ute
University system was con
ducted at the CSU ISth Annual
Academic Retreat Nov. 16-17 at
the Asilomar Conference Center
in Pacific Grove.
Scrutiny of the undergraduate
degree was deemed necessary by
the entire CSU com m unity
because o f several national
reports critical of undergraduate
education, said Timothy Kersten,
who was on the Steering Com
mittee of the CSU Academk

Senate, which organized the
retreat.
There were three reports issued
during the past year which gained wide recognition among the
nation’s Mademic community,
Kersten said. One report, titled
“ Involvem ent in L earning,"
sponsored by the National In
stitute of Education, delineates
warning signals concerning stu
dent achievement.
According to the report, only
half of those who su rt college
intending to get a bachelor’s
degree ever attain the goal. Fur
thermore, student performance

on II of IS major subject area
tesu of the Graduate Record
Examinations declined between
1964 and 1982. “ The sharpest
declines occured in subjects re
quiring high verbal skills," the
report states.
A problem highly emphasized
throughout the report is that
more students are majoring in
specialties. There are more than
1,100 separate major programs
in the nation. The proportion of
bachelor degrees awarded in arts
and Kiences versus the amount
aw arded in professions and
vocatkms fell from 49 percent in

1971 to 36 percent in 1982. The
results of this continuing shift
would cause the bachelor’s
degree to lose “ its potential to
foster the shared values and
knowledge that bind us together
as a society." notes the report.
“ The bachelor’s degree is the
most critical degree we (CSU) offer — it’s the most common,"
said Kersten. Although there are
areas that need further examinetion, he said. “ We seem to have
reaffirmed that we’re doing a
good job in undergraduate
education.”
,
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lhat are evaluating differeni
aspecu of the bachelor’s degree:
curriculum, faculty, instruction,
learning, mission and goals, governance and academic freedom
and the campus as a community,
Ker«en was on the committee
'*'hkh looked at governance and
academic freedom . He said,
"Many people felt our budget
too formula-based. We need
to point out where there might
he flexibility that we’re not
aware of.”
He added that members of the
subcom m ittee feel there is
healthy academic freedom within
CSU undergraduate education.
Any problems were episodic and
random, he said. However, he
added. “ We need to make stu
dents aware of why academic
freedom is important to them ...
without
academ ic
freedom,
faculty would have to come up
with a conventional wisdom —
there wouldn’t be any unusual
ideas.”
“ Involvement in Learning.”
often called the Mortimer Report
Mortimer, who
study group who
authored the rep o rt), makes
numerous recommendations for
stu d e n ts , fa c u lty an d a d 
m inistrators.
These
include
reallocating faculty and other
resources toward increased ser
vice to freshmen and sopho
mores, expanding student par
ticipation in the classroom, in
creasing personal faculty to stu
dent contact and combining pro
ficiency statem ents with the
credit system as a condition of
awarding degrees.
Kersten said many recommen
dations in the Mortimer Report
are already contained in the
policy o f the CSU system
because of an inherent commit
tment to undergraduates.
He said there was a good tur
nout at the conference; about 200
people attended, including the
Chancellor, the CSU Provost,
several trustees, campus presi
d en ts (in c lu d in g
P resid en t
Baker), faculty, administrators
and students.
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Crossing
boundaries
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Student cam e from Russia
By Reace Shape

surf ^rl Mr

Coming to America was the
only way for 23-year-old Russian
immigrant Arkady Zaliznyak to
be near his family and get a col
lege education at the same time.
Zaliznyak, who prefers to be
called “ Arch,” migrated to the
United States in 1980 with his
parents, younger sister and
grandmother. After his family : ^
had settled in the Bay Area, he
came to Cal Poly as an electrical
engineering major in 1983.
“ I wanted to go to a four-year
college and be close to my family,
but there would have been no
way to do it if we had stayed in
the Soviet Union,” said Zaliz
nyak. “ They just don't accept
Jews in the Ukraine where we
lived, so I would have had to go
much deeper into Russia to go to
school.”
According to Zaliznyak, the
only reason he and his family
were allowed to leave Russia was
because they are Jewish.
“ Idealogically speaking, for
the Soviet Union it is just easier
to let some minorities go,” he
said.
Zaliznyak said the main reason
most people want to leave Russia
and come to the United States is ‘
because there is a “ general no
tion that it is better here.”
“ In many respects that's
true,” said Zaliznyak. “ Unlike
here, the lack of rights and op^
portunity in the Soviet Union
makes i ^ p l e want to go some
where else.”
According to Zaliznyak, it is
mostly the younger generation,
the people he grew up with, who
have the strongest desire to
leave.
“ We were the generation born
with television. Ail of a sudden
we were exposed to the music,
the blue jeans, and all of the
other American things, and we
were influenced by them,” said
Zaliznyak.
“ We’re not like the older
generations who are content with
just having bread on the table.
They are satisfied with peace,
just because they only knew war
and went through so much. We
want more, and are much more
aware of what the outside world
has to offer us.”
Zaliznyak added that most of
the younger people aren’t
satisfied with Soviet life because
they don’t take the idea of
Communism seriously.
"Theoretically, everything is
supposed to belong to the people
in the Soviet Union. People are
supposed to be working for the
common good, but it really
doesn’t work like that,” said
Zaliznyak. L
“ The new generation doesn’t
want to work. That it one of the
biggest problems with economics
in the Soviet Union today.”
Zaliznyak said he does expect a
change in the attitudes of the
younger people now that the
Soviet Union is under new
leadership.
“ Brezhnev was getting senile,
so there was no order. Everyone
felt at if things were falling
apart,” said 2Uiznyak. “ Now
Corbacho could fire up the
youngCT generation. He has the
chance to really motivate and rejuvinate the people, especially
the younger ones. They will see a
Soviet yuppie in him.”

Zaliznyak said that while the
Soviets are trying to work out
their economic and political pro
blems he will be content living in
the United States, “ becoming
independent and traveling.” He
a d d ^ that the adjustment to
American life really hasn’t been
too hard for him.
“ It was never really a culture
shock for me,” said Zaliznyak.
“ Interestingly enough, as far as
people are concerned, we’re really
a lot the same. We have the same

‘
We’re really
a lot the same’
— Zaliznyak
interests and like the same
things. If anything, my biggest
problem has been learning the
language.”
” What I don’t understand is
American humor,” said Zaliz
nyak. “ I’ll pick up a paper and
start reading the cartoons, and I
just can’t seem to understand
them, so I just put the paper
down and don’t worry about it,”
he said.
Zaliznyak said that the same
goes for American parlies. He
just doesn't understand why so
many people are content to cram
into a small room, bumping into
each other and spilling their
drinks.
“ Russian parlies are much
better,” said Zaliznyak.
"Everyone sits around a large
table with some vodka, share
stories and drinks. To me, that
makes much more sense.”
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..¿nnifer Kildee
Staff Wriiar

One Cal Poly English pro
fessor spent last year teaching at
England’s Oxford Polytechnic
after swapping his lecture post,
his house and his car with a pro
fessor from the British institu
tion.
Bill Wahl said the exchange
was initiated by Stewart Young,
an English professor from Ox
ford Polytechnic. Young had sent
a general request for the ex
change to the Chancellor’s Office,
and copies were sent to Cal Poly.Wahl said that eight or nine
people applied. " I jumped at
that; I was the only one who>
stsyW in there,” he said. While
Wahl was leachina in Ingland,
Young taught English courses^ at
Cal Poly.
Wahl said that while he was ih
England "the accent was on
leaching modern dram a," but he
also taught literary criticism and
what would be considered here to
be freshmen introduction to lit
erature.
An English polytechnic instituation is like an "exalted or
extended community college,"
said Wahl. In England, students
either attend public or private
schools before they go on to
higher education, with the public
schools being what we would
consider private institutions.
Those who attended the private,
general high schools "are not so
highly educated. They are the
ones who go to the tx^ytechnics”
as opposed to universities like
Oxford or^Cambridge, said Wahl.
Oxford Polytechnic is on a
modular system, said Wahl. The
professor would give a one-hour
formal lecture in an amphitheater
containing 75 to 200 students,
then later in the week would
conduct one or two-hour semi
nars with smaller groups of stu
dents, Wahl said. The seminars
were in a "more casual classroom
environment, such as what we
have here,” he said.
At Oxford Polytechnic, the
student’s critical papers were
read by an external examiner,
usually from either Oxford Uni-
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P oly professor téaches at English school
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The three-level house had the
living room and dining room on
the lowest level, he said. Because
the lowest level was actually in
the basement, "you could see
legs walking by on the sidewalk
above,” said Wahl.
In comparison, while Young
was here he stayed at Wahl’s
12-acre “ wheatpatch farm,” 20
miles outside o f town.

TOM ANDCRSONfMuMang OMy

versity or Cambridge University,
Wahl said. At Cal Poly, the pro
fessor has "absolute control over
the grades he gives,” but at Ox
ford Polytechnic, " if he (the ex
ternal examiner) says ‘no, the
grade must be d ro p p ^ or raised,’
that must be done.”
The 4,000 students there were
not as bizarre as what one might
expect, said Wahl. " I did have
one girl in one of my classes with
a nose ring, but other than that
they weren’t so vastly different”
than the students here, he said.

DISK PR OCESSING
Walletsand 5x

although "there were a feW*'
p u n k e r s , o n io n h e a d s a n d
Mohawks around.”
Wahl said he found it was
harder to start conversations
with
the English
students.
“ They’re not encouraged in for
mal education to volunteer. The
professor comes in, talks for a
time, then leaves,” he Slid,
Another distinction between
the students who attend poly
technics and those who attend
universities is that at Oxford
University, ’‘you. get more kids
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who speak in ‘high English;’ you
find more of the educated accent
at Oxford (University),’’ said
Wahl. At a polytechnic, "you get
kids talking to you in dialects so
thick it’s difficult ot understand
them,” he said.
The English students were "far
less religiously oriented, and the
faculty were as well,” said Wahl.
He said there were professors
who were open Marxists teaching
Marxist interpretation and liter
ature.
"W e're far more insular than
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the English or the Europeans;
you could almost say we’re pro
vincial,” he said. In spite of the
Communist groups on campus,
"the general student body was
not led off into the Communist
yoke at all,” he said.
The students at Oxford Poly
technic may live on campus for
one year, then they have to move
out, Wahl said. " I t ’s pretty
damn hard to get housing there,”
he added.
Wahl stayed in Young's fourbedroom house, which was part
of a continuous block of housing
with one wall against the next.
‘‘It was brick housing for
warmth against the winter. They
had an unusual winter last year;
it snowed like hell and was
brutally cold. They spoke of it as
a Siberian winter,” he said.

(

We Envision...
on Dec. 6 at 11:00 am in Fisher Science, 286
the Poly Royal General Board meeting for all
student-run organizations, groups, clubs,
and anyone wishing to participate. Executive
positions are also available.
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While the Oxford Polytechnic
academic year starts at alx>ut the
same time as Cal Poly’s does, it
doesn’t end until July IS, Wahl
said. However, they get a month
off between each quarter.
During one break, Wahl and
his wife toured Ireland a n d Holland. While they were driving
across England to get to the
Holland ferry “ the Siberian
winter’ came,” he said. The car
windshield wipers stopped work
ing, so they “ had to stop every
20 minutes, get some snow, and
wash the windshield with the
snow ,” he said. Meanwhile,
"other cars were throwing their
muddy snow on ours,” he said.
_ W o u M Jte. do it again? "By
God, yes. My wife and I have
always been gypsy-like
... I’d
strongly advise people to go into
an exchange if they can do it at
all," he said.
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‘Einstein’
is realistic

By Jennifer Kildee
SMttwmcf
Albert Einstein was much
more than a great mind. He was
also a troubled father, an ardent
paciHst, a conscientious Jew and
a womanizer.
Ed Metzger portrayed “ Albert
Einstein: The Practical Bohe
mian,’’ Saturday at the Cal Poly
Theatre. Meuger, who wrote the
show along with Layla Oelff, has
performed in Broadway and
off-Broadway productions, as
well as on television and in films.
He has taken this show across

■REVIEW
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the country, including an ap
pearance at the Kennedy Center.
Clad in a rumpled grey suit
over an incorrectly biutoned blue
vest, Metzger p lay e^ in steln
with an accent on hi^ium or an d '
humanity. While trying to ex
plain the theory o f reiw vity to
two young boys, E i i ^ i n said,
“ If one of you boy<
yourself sitting with a pretty girT
for one hour, it will seem like one
minute. But if you find yourself
sitting on a hot stove for one
minute, it will seem like an hour
... That’s the simplest explana
tion 1can come up with.’’
When his university colleagues
suggested he should put more
humor into his lectures, Einstein
said, "I went out and bought a
book called ‘One Hundred Best
Jewish Jokes’ — and I couldn’t
memorize one of them.’’
Einstein spent years working
on his theory of relativity, but
few actually understood it.
“ Hardly anyone understands
what I have done, yet everybody
says 1 am a genius. How do they
know if I’m a genius if they don’t
know what I’m talking about?"
Metzger portrayed Einstein’s
absent-mindedness. Once, while
he was a professor at Princeton
University, Einstein got lost on
his way home, so he called the
dean’s secretary and asked,
“ Would you mind telling me
where Dr. Einstein lives? She
said, T m sorry, but I can’t give
out that type of information.’ ’’
The show contained serious
element^ as well. Metzger show
ed Einstein’s anguish about how
his life’s work will be used by
humanity: “ Scientists have a re
sponsibility to society ... 1 do not
want my work to be the means of
man’s destruction.”
A music lover, Einstein be
lieved music was sometimes used
in the wrong way. “ The Nazis
march to music ... What a
perversion of music when people
march to it to kill one another."
Eventually, he had to leave his
native Germany: “ Tdame to be
lieve that every sword raised
against Germany is a sword
raised for peace.’’
Metzger saved the most poig
nant moment of the show —
when Einstein hears, on a radio
broadcast, that the atom bomb
was dropped on Hiroshima — for
the end. Shocked, Einstein
slumps into his chair, paralyzed.
The set consisted o f a worn
chair, a park bench and a violin,
but these were the only props
necessary, as the words were the
star of the show.
Although there were no other
characters to provide conflict,
Metzger included enough of
Einstein’s own inner clashes to
compensate. Metzger’s perfor
mance was stunning, with no
appearance o f effort. His German
accent was believable, but his
face looked like that of a man
much younger than 66.
“ Albert Einstein: The Practical
Bohemian’’ celebrates life and
humanity — Einstein’s and our
own.

Living in Micronesia

Poly graduate tells of Peace .Corps work
as ag-business adviser on Pacific island
\
Editor’s note:
My secondary projects divide into two major endeavors. My main
Cynthia Hail is a Cal Poly graduate serving as a Peace Corps volun- interest is in women’s issues with a spinoff sector helping continue
teer in Micronesia. The following is an excerpt from a recent letter the production of traditional handicrafts. In conjunction with a
sent by Hall to Robert MeCorkle, a Cal Poly agricultural management church group, we are 60 percent completed building a women’s
professor.
center. This center will provide child daycare, counseling services.
... 1 often think of my days in San Luis with all the fun and instructions and materials needed for family planning and also child
friends. I’m sure the beat goes on but it feels a bit distant. ... I was and health care services. If possible, a library will supplement the
sent to M icronesia with
main gathering hall. Through
Peace Corps as a Village
these women I have spon
B usiness/A gricultural
ad
sored four handicraft produc
viser. I am stationed on the
ing groups. We are using
lush high island of Pohnpei. I
Trickle-Up grant« lo help
thought you might have a
purchase tools and start-up
few alternative thinkers that
materials. ... We are trying to
would appreciate a tale of an
export these handicrafts, as
alumna getting by oii the
the market here is saturated.
wild side. To be truthful, a
Very few tourists make it to
small bit of my time is spent
Pohnpei. ... Another second
in this office trying to
ary project that merits men
establish out roles and re
tioning is a radio broadcast
sponsibility as special assis
that myself and the agricul
A fMd of bkM aota off tho wMta atari on ttM flag of Mleronoala
tants to the Governor of
tural extention agents put on
Pohnpei. I do live with a family, bathe in a river and beat m y ' twice a month. This _program makes helpful, easy-to-follow recomclothes with a stick. Rural living can be a bit tough, learning to use mendations for improved productivity and sound management
a machete, climbing coconut-trees and caring for babies. Time and practices. As you might assume, the majority of farmers here are
actkmr^mtove slowly so it would be a bit bold to list our ac- women; extension efforts have bypassed the main producers for
complishmeht^, none^jl^ess there are some warming rewards.
years. We_have registered a rise in inquiries, particularly in live
stock management. It is positive, yet we arc a long way from selfBasically, my ^duties with Outer Island Affairs are to coordinate sufficiency or even thinking toward the future food needs.
the agricultural anltt marine resource projects that are ongoing with
1 was very fortunate, this summer to be selected by Peace Corps to
different governmental offices, and see that these are implemented attend the United Nations End of the Decade Conference on .Women
on the five :;^nhabited outer atolls. Lots o f problem s
in Development held i n ' Nairobi, Kenya. I represented the Pacific
with logistics, only one ship and no routine or schedule for anyone to region for Peace Corps in the Non-governmental Organizations
operate by hinders our efforts. The food situation is fairly plentiful Forum. Meeting womcp from around the world renewed my quest to
with staple crops of taro and breadfruit, supplemented with lots of work in food-first development. The conference did not reach my
reef fish and tuna. Problems with salt water intrusion into the taro preconceived goals but was able t6 function as a medium for
patches and high winds flattening our new banana crop keep things dialogue and exchange. On a personal level it was tremendous. With
in a perpetual state of turmoil. Actually, no one worries about any less than one year of service left I feel that it is time for me lo start
thing, so it is probably only myself who worries about the food se planning my next move. I would like to pursue organizations work
curity of tomorrow. Welfare to Micronesia has helped perpetuate a ing for sustainable agriculture using appropriate technologies based
fairly apathetic society. Anyhow, this office of Outer Island Affairs at the community level.
can take on numerous activities. Some recent examples are: water
catchment tanks, marking the passages through the reefs and
sponsoring 4-H youth development activities.
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NOW RENTING...
Studios

r u s h i4

J n 1849 gold was
discovered in C alifornia.
Rediscover gold,
Nov. 25 to Nov. 2()
9am -4pm ,

2 BR/1 BA flats
2 BR/1 Va BA townhouses

y it

2BR /2BAflats

Rent starts as low as $140 a month.
Our office staff is available Monday
thru Saturday from 9am-5pm.

^

Call 805/543-4950 O f Stop In
and see them for yourself at...

IM U g iA N G VlLLAfíE^
1 Mustang Drive •San Luis Obispo •CA 93401

at the
El C orral Bookstore.
Come on in
and stake your claim
6n a special, one day
showing of gold jewelry
from our supplier.

50% off!

8
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Strand and Elian Bugalakl ready aoma baHoona and a Mg ‘ihanka” to all the Mustang aupportars.
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Mustang spikers scratch Tigers’ perfect record
times and had the crowd stan
ding for four match points before
When one team messes up Mustang middle blocker Carol
another team’s perfect record, Tschasar rejected a Tiger spike
into the open court for a 15-11
the fur is going to fly.
T he C al
P oly
w om en’s victory. Also during this first
volleyball team had to sweep up game, a group of Cal Poly
the orange and black fur off the baseball players arrived with
gym floor Saturday after giving green and gold painted faces to
the figers'^ilf the University of spark the crowd into hyperactive
the Pacific their first PCAA loss cheers of support for the Lady
of the season. The Mustangs’ Mustangs throughout the entire
15-11, 15-10, 1-15, 15-8 triumph match.
"The fans were great, and the
over number one-ranked UOP
boosted Poly’s PCAA record to baseball guys were a real class
14- 2, while the Tigers had to fi act — it shows how teams sup
nally mark one down in the loss port other teams at Cal Poly,"
said senior Dede. Bodnar, the
column fo ra I4-I league record.
No doubt Poly came to play 3’7’’ setter for the Lady
this weekend, as the Lady Mustangs.
The Poly spikers took a quick
Mustangs provided a one-two
punch for an overall knockout of 6-2 lead in the second game, and
two PCAA contenders. Poly by hitting the floor with endless
threw one punch Friday to run kills and consunt saves, the
the Gauchos of UC Santa Bar Mustangs found themselves out
bara out of town after a 15-4, in front of UOP 14-5. Again hav
15- 8, 16-14 three-set slam. The ing trouble finishing the final
Mustangs took a second swing point. Poly let the Tigers creep
Saturday, and like a scene from a back with five more points, but
"Rocky” movie, UOP went down Poly’s Vera Pendergast served'
for the count and never got back u p a 15-IOwin.
The third set was more like a
up — this time the eye of the
Mustang became more powerful scene from "Twilight Zone,” as
than the look of a mere striped the Mustangs lost their heads to
a 12-0 Tiger assault. This was a
feline.
"W e played fabulous, and even good time for the fans to- test
though UOP came to play — we their true loyalty, as Poly
stuck it to ’em ," said Mike managed to score just one point
Wilton, head coach of the Lady to set the score at 15-1 for the
worst margin of loss ever this
Mustangs.
Saturday, the hometown crowd season for the Mustangs.
"W e jumped ahead of UOP in
surrounded the court in the main
gym on all sides as if it were a the first two sets, but those
boxing match, only UOP forgot Tigers ripped our faces off in thé
to bring some gloves. T h e ,2,448 third gam e,’’ said W ilton.
fans couldn’t hold back* their “ They’re (UOP) a tough team
posters, balloons and standing when they put their minds to it
ovations, as the four seniors on — but to are we."
By teasing UOP and letting
the Mustang team were in
troduced for their last time in the them win the third set. Poly
regained the momentum and'
Cal Poly gym.
Ellen Bugalski, Kelly Strand, tamed the wild Tigers by jump
Lynn Kessler and Dede Bodnar, ing out in front l-l in the fourth.
aU received Hawaiian leis freah With flying rockets by the
from the island, a big warm hug Mustang hitters and stuffs at the
from Coach Wilton and flowers net, a frustrated UOP team saw
from assistant coach Craig its perfect PCAA record shatter'
Cummings to send the seniors in a 15-8 Cal Poly victmry.
onto the home court for the last
The Poly baseball players
time. Little did UOP know what mobbed the Lady Mustangs on
these four seniors had in mind the court and the crowd paused
to watch the two athletic teams
for their final appearance.
In t |^ first set against UOP, celebrate the thrill of a loi^
the Mustangs tied the figers six awaited victory. For the four
By Lisa A . Houk

Sports EOMor

Mustang seniors, the win ended
their home performances with a
most memorable 111-39 overall
record since th e class of 1986
enrolled four years ago.
’’Poly played really well
tonight, and now it seems ,winning depends on which night o f
the week it is,” said John Dunning. head coach of the Lady
Tigers.
Senior hitter Lynn Kessler
outplayed everbody on the court
Saturday to turn 43 sets into 17
kills for a .279 hitting percen
tage, and also led the Mustangs
with 20 defensive digs. Kessler
also had the honor of putting
down the final sweet k ill.o f the
fourth game to send the Tigers
crawling back to their den.
“ 1 was thinking about this
match all day, and I definitely
played my hardest for the whole
team, not just because it was my
last home gam e," said Kessler,
with a lei around her neck and a
smile of success on her face.
The other seniors also shined
above the competition; Bugabki
nailed eight kills in 24 tries for a
whopping ,375 m ark, while
Strand hit on nine kills out of 37
tries and Bodnar, as usual, set up
41 assists for a consistent .387
assist percentage. Bodnar also
joined in on defense, as she made
some self-sacrificing saves off the
court to further the Mustangs’
hustling attack.
Junior »Tschasar was second in
kills with 14, aitd highlighted the
action at the net with her rockets
o ff of Bodnar’s quick sets.
Tschasar, who seemed to suffer a
slight twist of her ankle in the
second set, hung on to battle
UOP’s hitters at the net. UOP’s
big middle blocker Elaina Oden
ended the night with 19 kills in
46 attempts for a fine .326 hitting mark, but Tiger standout
JuUe Maginot was held to just
seven kills.
The Lady Mustangs are one
match away from ending their
regular season play, as they
travel to the familiar tights of
Wntwood to tangle with the
Bruins of UCLA Wednesday.
Wilton it positive about hit
team’s situation, but encourages
the Cal Poly support on the rood.
"With all the studenu going

home for Thanksgiving, and with
500 or 600 of them living in Los
Angeles — we would like to see a
green and gold rooting section in
the middle of the John Wooden
Center,” said Wilton. "W e’re on
our way to the top, so stay with
us."
The Poly-UCLA match is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Wednes
day, and if the Mustangs can pull

off a V in to end their regular i
season, they will be assured of i
one of the top four seeds in the
NCAA Tournament starling Dec.
6. Before any hints of NCAAt
play, the Poly spikers will havei
to work off their turkey dinner
Friday and roll into the action of
the PCAA Tournament, which
lakes place at the Tigers own den
on the UOP campus.
TV
N

Mualang aonlor Ka8y Strand conoantratao to aaiva ona up to halp PMy
upaol UOP’s partael PCAA raoord.
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ictbry for men^s
asketball team

ly Joe P ackard

Paulscis scorcd nine points and
A good first half and a not-so- pulled down, six rebounds. The
good second half summed up the 'Argonauts managed to pull
jerform ance o f the men*s>«withia II points three times in
basketball team in
opener the ,'sewnd half, the first time on
Friday night. Their overall p er-, ,4 ,long-range jumper - ^ HectoY
|formance was gopd enough for a^ Quarte with 5:30 left^yDuarte 1 ^
yin, though, as they bea| ^ e -'a lk ^ o re rs with IS points. ■
Jollege of Notre Dame, 6 7 ^ , . ^
,;i*oiy showed good balance as
|he Main Gym.
^,./ftjur players scored in double
[ Poly shot RMrly -iO percOTtyvil^res. James Wells, one of
from the floor in jumping to^a^.fi^ee starting guards, had 14
36-18 half-time lead and then paints while Rivera and forward
Fplayed just well enough to keep Darren Massingale got 12 each
the Argonauts at arm’s length and center Jim Van Winden add
the rest of the game.
e d ll. '
*‘i thought we played very well
Van Winden was one of the
the first half.” said head coach, reasons Poly dom inated the
Ernie Wheeler. “ We played with early-going as he used his weight
great intensity and we played to control the boards and also
very well defensively. Offensive pumped j, in six early points.
ly, we ran our stuff; we went to Rivera also helped Poly out to its
the boards and did what we had early lead, scoring ten pretty
to do and dominated. We came first-half points and dishing off
out in the second half and played some nice assists.
like a different team.”
A total of 12 Mustangs saw
Of course. Coach Al Hobby of a c tio n , w ith center Mike
the Divison 111 Argonauts, a Cal
Chellsen, forward Melvin Parker
Poly graduate and basketball
and guard Mark Otta each com
player for the Mustangs in the
ing off the bench to score six
1950s, would also like to erase
points.
one half of his team’s perfor
Sean Chambers, who played
mance.
about half the game, failed to
“ We got it together in the se
make good on his only shot, but
cond half. We. started getting re
did have four rebounds.
bounds and running our offense
Poly will have the opportunity
the way we should. Cal Poly just
to work the bugs out of its per
made too many free throws at
formance and find out what
the end,” said Hobby.
group of players works best
Notre Dame was helped by
when they take on another Divi
Aaron Paulseis, a former team
sion III team. Saint Johns of
mate of Chico Rivera and Sean
Minnesota, Tuesday evening in
Chambers at Cuesta College.
the Main Gym.
^pecwiloth*Dally
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Poly’a dalanaa shut down the Argonauts of tha Collogs of Notre Dante to give the Mustangs a 67-64 victory in
Ihetr season opener Friday.

Montana’s passes are on the rise
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Joe
.Montana was on target last
week, and the San Francisco
49ers may need four or five more
excellent games from
their
quarterback to reach the Na
tional Football League playoffs.
"The touchdown pass to Russ
Francis was .Joe at his best. I
hope it was a step toward him
playing up to the standard he’s
maintained for many years,”
Coach Bill Walsh said as the
49ers prepared for to n ig h t’s
game a g a in st
the
S e a ttle
Seahawks.
The 49ers and Seahawks
reached the 12th week of the
season with 6-5 records and in
shaky position, both two games
behind in their division races.
Walsh’s team clinched the Na
tional Football Conference West
title a year ago at this point and
went on to win the Super Bowl
with an overall 18-1 record. Seat
tle made the playoffs with a
regular season 12-4 record as an
AFC wild card team.
Seattle has lost three of its
past five games, but Coach
Chuck Knox says, “ The last five
games our defense has played
consistently good football.’^
The hot-and-coid offense was
chilly last week. Quarterback
l^ave Krieg was intercepted
three times, went without a TD
pass for the first time In his past
29 games, and the Seahawks suf
fered a homefietd 20-13 loss to
^ew England despite holding the
Patriots’ offense to 87 yards
rushing and 285 total yards.
In the 49ers’ 31-3 rout of the
Kansas City Chiefs last week,
Montana ran his season TD pass
total to 16 by looping one sixpointer to Dwight Clark and rifl
ing one to Francis, the tight end
who appeared to be well>:overered by defenders in the end
rone.
“ He threaded the ball through
sets of hattds/ and into
mine,” Francis said.

Montana sat out a game three
weeks ago because of a bruised
sternum and shoulder. He had a
rough I7.‘for-40 passing perfor
mance on his return, with
receivers dropping several good
throws, and a two-game 49ers’
winning streak ended with a 1716 loss on a chilly Monday night
in Denver.
“ Joe didn’t say much about
the shoulder hurting, but we all

knew he was a very sore man.”
Francis says. “ He-plays when he
has to.”
Montana is ranked No. I
among NFC passers, has been
intercepted only six times this
season, and has a current streak
of 112 consecutive attem pts
without an interception. Seattle
defenders have intercepted 18
passes an d re tu rn e d th re e
of them for touchdowns.
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$8.“° buys any large
one item pizza and
two 16 oz. cokes.
EXTRA ITEMS $1 EACH
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Women’s cross
country runs to
national title
Tha woman's cross country
taam won Its fourth consacutlva NCAA Division II titia
Saturday In East Stroudsburg,
Pann.
Sanlor Jannifar Dunn lad fha
Mustangs to victory with a
third placa finish. Dunn Is tha
first four-tima all-Amartcan In
Cal Poly woman's cross poun*
try history. Ths Mustangs
talllad sn incradibla 30 points,
only 15 points mors than tha
bast posslma scora.
Tha nran's cross country
taam finishad savanth |n tha
'.national ch am p ionsh ips
bahind winnar South Dakota
Stata. Tha Mustangs wars lad
by sanlor Brant Qrlffiths, who
aarnad altWkmarIca honorr.

f
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Photo by
Teresa Dias

Jannitcr Dunn nm« In Hm Cal Poly Invitational.

Starting the season with a split
Women cagers wallop Cal Lutheran but lose to UCSB
By Lisa A . H ouk
Spoftt EdHor

The Cal Poly women’s basket
ball team went on the road for its
season openers, and returned
home with a brand new 1-1 pre
season record.
The Lady Mustangs traveled
to Thousand Oaks Friday and
triumphed over a scrappy Cal
Lutheran team 83-66 to start the
1985-86 season off with a bang.
The M usung women fared a lit
tle better than the Mustang
football team did against the
Kingsmen of Cal Lutheran dur
ing the weekend, as the ladies
played a balanced game of of
fense and defense to come out
ahead.
“ Many positive things came
out in Friday’s game against Cal
Lutheran, but since they were a
scrappy sort of team it was hard
for us to look real good on the
court,” said Marilyn McNeil,
head coach of the women’s
basketball team.
Poly hoopster Sherrie Atteberry led the Mustang offense
with 27 points, while teammate
Gigi Geoffrion poured in 10 more
to win the joust with the
Kingsmen.

“ 1 think Sherrie (Atteberry)
performed well all the way
around — especially since it was
the Hrst game of the season,”
said McNeil
After trading armour with ihe
Kingsmen, the Lady Mustangs
packed up their hightops and
traveled back down to Santa
Barbara Saturday night for a big
game against the Gauchos. The
U.C. Santa Barbara team has
been a steadily improving Divi
sion 1 program, and Cal Poly
found out just how much the
Gauchos have developed over a
few months.
The score ended at 80-56 in
favor of Santa Bai’bara, but the
Mustangs took the loss in stride
and searched for their strengths
and weaknesses which so easily
appear in such a tough game.
Atteberry again captured the ti
tle of high scorer for Poly with 16
•points, and sophomore Sherinne
Barlow ended the night with nine
rebounds.
“ Barlow had fine performances
both nights, but she played real
hard against Santa Barbara,”
McNeil said. “ Barlow, who is
5’9” was up against some big

girls (6’2 and 6’4” ) under the
basket.”
McNeil said her team has still
much to work on before any
league action rolls around, and
one thing which surfaced was
how Poly handled themselves in
the second half of the game.
“ Near the end of the first half,
Santa Barbara was only ahead
by two points, and at the half the
score was 30-40,
said Sue
Farmer, a grad assistant for the
Lady Mustangs.
Cal Poly suits up for an exhibiton home game against a team
from Melbourne. Australia Mon
day at 7:30 p.m. The Mustangs
will be hosting the Ausvalians off
the court too, as the Poly team
will give the Aussies a San Luis
Obispo welcome celebration after
the game.
“ The Australian team will be a
tough, but fu i^ e a m , as most of
the Internationsk teams move the
ball quicker and shoot real well
from the outside,” said McNeil.
“ We’ll get to play some good
basketball and then show them
some real Cal Poly hospitality.”

Nixon returns to
the LA Clippers
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Clippers on Wednesday,
“ There were a few details that
Veteran guard Norm Nixon, s
contract holdout from the Los had tb be worked out,” Nixon
Angeles Clippers since before the said of the delay. “ All 1 wanted
season’s start, signed a contract to do was get the thing resolved
Saturday with the National and play basketball. This was the
time to secure my security. Now
Basketb^l Association team.
Nixon, 30, a one time all-star, I can concentrate on just playing
had been an unsigned free agent and uking care of myself during
,
after his contract with the Clip the summer.”
The Clippers started out their
pers expired at the end of last
season with Five straight wins,
season.
On Nov. 14, he signed an offer but lost eight of their last nine
sheet with the Seattle Superson- 'games. Coach Don Chaney said
ks. That offer was revised and he hopes Nixon's return will raise
re-issued by the Seattle team the spirits and quality of play of
‘
Tuesday and matched by the the team.
V

National champion tO ;
be decided in Miami
By the AiMdalcd Press
The Orange Bowl still may
realize its dream of a national
championship sHowdown but the
voters in the Associated Press
poll will have to do* the job where
Nebraska failed.
Top-rated Penn State held up
its end with a 31-0 rout of Pitt
but No. 2 Nebraska was trounced
by fifth-ranked Oklahoma 27-7,
its worst licking in eight years.
That put Oklahoma in the
Orange ^ w l agaiiut Penn State,
even though the Sooners have
regular-season games remaining
w ith O k la h o m a S ta te and
Southern Methodist. The next
AP poll will be released todayat
6:30 p.m. EST.
“ I think we’ve proved we can
be the No. I team in the nation,”
said Penn State fullback Tim
Manoa, who set up the Nittany
Lions’ first touchdown with a
23-yard dash and scored on runs
of M and 3 yards.
But, of course, they’ll have to
t do it one more time. And
Nebraska Coach Tom Osborne
says that Oklahoma is “ probably
the best team in the country
right now.”
Most of the bowl picture fell
into place Saturday.
Nebraska settled for a Fiesta
Bowl date with sixth-ranked
Michigan, which downed No. 12
Ohio State 27-17 and sent the
Buckeyes to the Florida Citrus
Bowl against No. II Brigham
Young, a 38-28 snowstorm win
ner over Utah.
Meanwhile, third-ranked Iowa
whipped Minnesota 31-9 and
made it to the Rose Bowl with its
first outright Big Ten crown in
27 years. The Hawkeyes* oppo-nent will be eighth-ranked
UCLA, which lost to Southern

Cal 17-13 "but backed into the
Rose Bowl when Arizona State
lost to Arizona 16-13 and
W ash in 5 to n was u p set by
Washington State 21-20. Min
nesota is bound for the In
dependence Bowl against Clemson, a 24-17 winner over South
Carolina and Washington will go
to the Freedom Bowl, probably
against Colorado, which blanked
Kansas State 30-0.
i
Fourth-ranked Miami accepted
a Sugar Bowl bid and thbn
struggled past Colorado State
24-3. The Hurricanes’ likely op
ponent is No. 16 Tennessee if the
Vols, who crushed Kentuevky
42-0, beat V anderbilt next
Saturday.
'
The Orange Bowl hopes of
seventh-ranked Oklahoma State
were destroyed when Iowa State
stunned the Cowboys 15-10. In
stead. they will go to the Gator
Bowl against No. 14 Florida
State.

Football team
ends season
on losing note
The Cal Poly football team
ended the 1985 season with a
heartbreaking 29-24 loss to
Cal Lutheran Saturday. The
M ustangs round out the
season with a 4-7 overall
record.
This game against the
Kingsmen from Cal Lutheran
was the final performance for
the seniors on the Cal Poly
team. For many of these
seniors, this marked the last
time to put on the pads for
any type of football action.
For details see the Tuesday
edition of Mustang Daily.
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Join

AMA In halping FEED TH E
Bring Can Goods to Rm 116
But. Bldg or Arch 22S Tuaadays 11am
hungry.

oI m EGA RHO HONOR BOCIPTY
Club to promote oparatlena
ResMrch/Momt Sdanca
CartifIcatM for aprtng '85
initiatM can be picked up
Mon Nov 25 6-7pm Q. Arts RM 106
Call 5446425 with any quMtiona

PROMOTEYOUR CLUB
Screen printing on quality march.
LOW price, fMt aarvica. Wa dallvar.
Call INK8POT 543-790115436236

Donate Can Gooda to help Feed The
Hungry thM HoHday Seaaon. Bring cena
to Rm 116 BuafnsM BuUdIng
GRAD TICKETS NEEDED! 4 tfckets
naadad to eooommodete family. PleiM
help M3-7341 NATALIE
HANG QUOINQ LESSONS
at Montano d'ore dtinM start
•1 S4760. Cell Janet at S4SS486

--------LEBAÑ0Ñ-------TODAY ANO YCSTENOAV. SIMM and
ditcuMlon by LabanaM atudanta. T u m ,
Nov 2em. 11am UU21 TO (MCC)
Tha UnIvanIty Union Adviaory Boaid la
•ccaptina facility propoaala to raplaca
ttia Bowllnfl Allay. Propoaala can ba
prataniad at tba Novambar 21 or
Dacambar S UUAB moating. Gritarla for
ma propoaala avallabla In UU 202
I
Poly Royal Oanoral Board Mm Hoq
Dm S, 11am, Ptahar Bel 2M
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BRETTEN "S.R." 08TERFELD1 morrth down, 11 moro to gol
Wow...what a coircaptl I
AHmy lòva.TBIXIE
Chha,
Happy 20th Birthday to tha only apaclal
guy In my Ilia.
PS' Hey, I lova youl Luv, BabyBoo
CONGRATULATIONS JIM YATES
YOU ARE THE WINNER OF OUR
PANASONIC RADIO DRAWING
°LEASE COME INTO EL C O R IU L
BOOKSTORE COMPUTER DEPT AND
PICK UP YOUR GIFT
CONGRATULATIONS MARK BANKE
YOU ARE THE WINNER OF OUR
PANOSONIC RADIO DRAWING
PLEASE COME INTO EL CORRAL
BOOKSTORE COMPUTER DEPT -AND
PICK UP YOUR GIFT
DESPERATELY SEEKING DONNA
When you're dorrà with Muir coma
Down to Sequoia I
Tha SIX and JULES.„.OOP
FEMALE DANCER
Enhance your apaclal PARTY
•iih Enticing Entartalnrrrant
by Sherri. Call 1-022.5604

Food For The Needy
Share aoma ftoMday drear wMt a needy
family hr SLO. Donate your eanrrad gooda
•nd caah at the UU Inlonrtatlon Daak.
Tha food will ba dlatrlbulad by Nalghbora
Helping Nalghbora and the Sahretlon
Army. Make a drop today.

Gary B ia c M ^ h ^ j
(Our gaorgaoua buff & burly man)
HAPPY 2tat B-DAYl EHI!
WE LOVE YA! “tha girla”

HAPPY21st KURT
JaKe all your vitamina) Love Laalia,
Christina, Sharon. Tom, Harvay & Frad

HÉY43MUSTÀNÌÌ
IT'S THAT TIME AQAINI
CHUCKACON>IIMMYJAM-PSYCHOTItl
CRANK TIME IS UPON US. CALL CD
'•FOUR BAD WHITE BOYS LOOKIN’ OUT
POR ONE ANOTHER, WE TURN PARTHEB
OUTI’

Starting
Date

Total#
Days

11

'i'

Huge Miectlon of all alght major brarrds
of tunglasMt. Cash discounts ar>d a fra#
'MSh at THE SEA BARN In Avila Beach
Check US out.
INMATE AT C.M.C. WOULD LIKE TO
CORRESPOND WITH LADIES. HEALTH
A COLLEGE ORIENTATED. BLND. HAIR
A BLUE EYES, 56 A 154 Iba. WILL SEND
PHOTO. D. RICHARD BACKUS. C-24300
P.O. BOX 8101 San Lula Oblapo, Ca
93400.
Just one lick of a WMtsrn
Double Sauca-thata all It took I

FREE-WELL ALMOST Tuna up your car
or truck at your ASI hobby oarage nM r
tha entrance to Poly Canyon. Tool check
out avallablal Open T u m , Thura, Fri, Sat
A Sun 5462435.

FULLTIME A PARTTIME EMPLOYMENT
EO'S HAMBURGERS APPLY IN PERSON
1491 MONTEREY, SLO

~

$5 per hour
"A ” PAPERS coma from Lihde Black ''
ProlMSional Typing Sarvica 541-3683
AAA Sarvloe lor all your word
processing needs. Campus PU/DL.
Call SUPERSEC-4661464

All poeHions evMlable. Muat work min ol
th rM two6our lunch ahifta M-F. Other
part-time aiM full-time poaltlona available
with flexible houra. Agpty In peraon at
261 Sente Reea, Sen Lula OMapo

Attn: South CounW Students. Fati typing
•ervice In Piamo Beach. Term papera A
projecta. RMaonabla ratea. Conaha'a of
fice aupply 7736651 or 4600724 evM.

Atmonda $1.80db. OrM I for gifta C « l
5400271 Ev m a weakenda

LISA B.
Happy 21si
From Your Friends In Muh

BAYNHAM EXEC SERV foraH typingi
Spell'g corracted. Ruah OK. F i m PU.
Sr. ProJectS6ur apMlelty I
Profaaen'IWORDPROCCSS'G. 772634S

FOR SALE ■ akia - DYNASTAR Oynasolt.
2038 A Boole Nord Sz 13, Koflech Comp
5118X12W t1260ave 5416702

LISA HAYOE HAPPY 2 1 «. We wlll
hava lo do tha mMe alwr thè
torm «. Heve e Good One.

LI8

LYNNIE-Surpitaed? I ceni watt
MI you're hera and mine lor
good. ni Mve you etwaya^ne
PLEA8EIII
I wlll beg, borrow, or buy 8 more gradua
tion ticketa. Cell Kim at 544-1670.
Thenka.
WOMENS SOCCER------MIGHT NOT heve been the Freahman
who llvw-bagged you laat weak.
Thanka lor a grMt year - PPATF6SH

HEY TRACY BUDGE AND TOOD STUVE
DID YOU KNOW YOU TWO HAD SOME
THING IN COMMON? GET PSYCHED
F O R ^ HOT YEAR WITH YLSII!

FOUNOI Black A WHIta long6erted kit
ten, comer of PMCh A Chorro. Call: Leah
M-F b«ore 10am 5434603
Loaf Sat. Cal Poly 8tt> long heir allver
brown male allky Tardar named Digger.
$100 lor return of our Irlend-needa
apaclal diet. Or. WMtherby Poll Scl or
544-1071 evM.

COMPUT-IT 5446420. High quality
Word Prooeaaing, term papera, and
profaaeiorwl RMumM. Wekitow how
lo make you Mek good In pilnll
Don't FALL Behindl Cell Susie for your
typing needa 5267606.

LMe 14B. Raetao CM m Se iM e « wtiraEe
A eever. BMeeSeM eeedBleii. 81100 OSO
e87667WeMiiMea a weekende

FLYING FINGERS Word Proc Sen PreJ
Term Papers ReaumM 5266520

Desperately seeking
Graduation tickata
PleaMcall BUI 541-5853
GRAD TICKETS! I l-PlaaM, can
you help me with tickets??
I am willing to ptyll Call
Martbeth at 541-3845
"GRADUATION TICKETS ' NEEDED
DESPERATELYII PLEASE CALL
541-5794 ASK FOR BRAD
HELP!
From Itmlly ol 0 and need extra
tickets lor December graduation
PLEASE CALL 544-0506
HELPI relatives visiting from
oul-ol'Stata, NEED 5 Fall Grad
TIckatsI 541-5060 Lynne.

PROTOTYPE 5468076 Professional
LetterOuality WordprocsMlng
Sp«llng Correction Fm I
Service Custom DMigned RMume
Quick, elllcient typing ol your
term p a p «, report or theels by a
prolsMlonel word prooeaaor.
Computer education aervIcM 5266040
RAR WOROPROCESSINQ AND TYPING
(Rone) •Laser printer, photocopier.
By appi: Mon-SaL 0am-6pm, 544-2501
SOUTH CTY STUDENTS-ProlSMlonel
typtel - jM n 4662733 56pm___________

Will Pay Big Bucks
544-3720
NEED GRAD TICKETS
Please help my lemlly enjoy my
Qreduation. Dave 5416580 after 4
PLEASE HELP ME I have ZERO Grad
tickata. Parents wish to see their Invest
ment graduate. Mark 543-1566
Will pay BIG BUCKS lor extra graduation
tickatsi Name your price! Dabble 5447000
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE A SMALL
DOG AT YOUR HOUSE? I will take care of
her In exchange lor odd Jobe.
CALL KIM AT 5466263
5 GRAD TICKETS WANTED CALL 546
8012 ASK FOR DANA

aw IBM compatible computers w/20MB

OR 660 SUZUKI TEMPTER 63'
BELL HELMET $600 OSO TIM 0063000
'84 HONDA Aacot. VT5(X). r»ew condition
black, only 6K. Asking 1500 544-7071.

THE SCRIBE SHOP 461-0456 Word procMSIng.lypIng. Campus delivery.

Typing by Judith. Campus pick up A
detlvery Call 4660610 aitemoona A evM

SPECIALIZED ALLEZ. giM t cond
wipump, computer, 2 spare Urea
$4.00 or trade tor good Mtn bike
CeH 5460603

TYWNQ~ CA L lT a NDV 5443376. ~
S:30-9:30PM
TYPING ETC. Term papers, reaumM
CaM 4606810, Ruth 4806949
t y p i n g ” TERM

PAPER8,”REt>ORTS,TfC
CALL RAE OR MARIE 7726677

TYPINO-WORO PROCESSING 10 YRS
EXPERIENCe CALL 772-5653
TYPtNG 20 PAGE MINIMUM $t .25/PG
BECKY, 543-1206.0AM-7PM
Word proceashig by June. Senior pro
je c t, reaumee, ale. 5413100
W OROPROCESSING, S r
Projecta.
Reaaerch. Theele. ChaapI 5400633

SKI AUSTRIA
INNSBRUCK
MAKE IT HAPPEN THIS SPRING BREAKI
A 10 DAY VOYAGE, 7 DAYS IN THE
OLYMPIC tiopea and a atop In
HaWalbarg lor only $648 Including air
tare, 7 nighta In the Union hoteL
breaklaala, and dinnara.
Space la
limftad.
For more kilormation CALL
Mario al Cardino QuIHvera Traael Center
In the UnhreraHy Union— B46661SL

WANTED CRAFTS PEOPLE TO SELL
WARES A T CAL POLY CHRISTMAS
CRAFT SALE CALL 8461266

CAM ARC 1976
GOOD CONDITION, SIX CYLINOAR. NEW
TIRES. CHROME RIMS. GREAT SOUND
SYSTEM. $2000 OBO
CaU 544-0738
ASK FOR TOM LEAVE MESSAGE
Good

HELP! I'M GOING TO N Z
$180MALE-WTR 6 SPR CALL 5406874
THANKS MATES!
Jacuzzi, handbaN court, pool.
YMCA? No Own room
BBOpltLW O W lYk
In2bdm
In
2bdrm apt. lor non-smk girl.
$287.50rmo.. uW pd 541 •1772
MALE NEEDED TO SHARE LARGE
MASTER BEDROOM IN 4 BUHM HOUSE
W/SPA, POOL A EXTRAS 541-4661
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED Own room
In 2br passive solar apt. 15 min walk to
Poly. $27Wmo. Avail 12/16. Cell 544-3601
fordotaHa
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED WNTR QTR”
Lagune Lake Condo Spa Garage
Mero
irage Mere
OoHCourae. Nlce$2(XVmo 5466482
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
PRIVATE ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE
IN SLO $160MO 544-2645
NEED A NEW PLACE?
Female non-smoker needed to
share room. $156/mo '/• mi. from Poly
Partly turn Has own waahar/dryar
Qraat roommates. Call 5466218

6 w N r5omTn NICE Ig condo
Diahwaahar. Iiraplaca. waah/dryar
Avail 12/15,283/mo 544-5547
PRIVATE ROOM IN HOUSE
D IS H W A S H E R
W ASHER/DRYER
FIREPLACE
NICE
ATMOSPHERE
FEMALE $27$
CALL MORNINGS OR EVES 546 9244
Room Availabla in Spacious NEW
HOME overlooking ocean in Cayucos
8300/Mo call Evenings 9963082

1976 Chevy Luv
pick up wlcab$12S0lobo.
Cea Dean S416S32 In evea.
lOfZ Toyota Corolla LIftback Rune wall
Will taka beat offer. Call anytime 546
9446

Room available at Stennai Glen ine>p
rates, mealplan close to Poiy Male o'
tamale ASAP lor more into call Eiin
541-5778 or 5446771

I960 RENAULT LE CAR. 34K. aunrool.
new pirallia, AM/FM CASS. $1000/bo Call
5463866

ROOMMATE NEEDED OWN ROOM IN 3
BORM APT
$246mo. BALCONY
FIREPLACE. WASH/DRY CALL 543 5620

1062 FtOO pickup, axcal. cond. Low
mileage, new Urea, $5500 Call 0063727
(aaa on campua)

2 FEM naadad to Share Ig rm in Laguna
Lk cor>do Hottub. wastrar-dryar $180 &
util Call 5400716

65 VW MICROBU621 WINOOWST i SUN
ROOF-1776 cc Dual Carta, rabil
Fri
and-$2006 call avaa. 5446812

2 Mala Roommataa naadad to share
room In houaa near Poly $185 each
a month Call 5446533

'74 Oataun 610,46oor. Runs great
Clean ortg owner $1,400 543-4485

A nice 3 bdrm. 2bath. home
2 car gar pool. Iannis erts.
rac rm St 185 544 9444

APT CLOSE TO POLY' Need Female
Roommates at Foothill Hacienda
Two batha/s harad/$ 173 mo. 544-5680

Furniahad 1 bdrm apt tor 2 Avail Wr-'r
Otr. $45<Vmo Murray St Stalron >1 ?
544-3151

AttENTÍON-Roommale needed
alerting Wir. qtr toahararoom
Fumlehad apt $180rmo 549-0694
Avail. Two rooms In ruatic house $155/aa
Mature, rahabia, sall-moUvated M/F Call
David 5446304
BRAND NEW CONDO HAS ROOM FOR
ONE MORE INCLUDES FIREPLANE &
LAUNDRY FACtLITIES. RENT IS $210ddO
$ UTILITIES. 541-3605 '
EM ALE TO SHARE MSTR BEOIBATH

O cla aperoprtale cltsslhcaNon:
I Campus Chiba
to MlacaHanaout
3 Announcamants
21 Travel
S Personals
23 nidaSnarv
7 Oraaknawt
2S Opponumtiat
t Events
27 Employmani
II Lost a Found
29 ForSala
3t Starao Equipmani
13 Wsniad
tS Bandeas
33 Mopeds a Cycles
17 Typing

WHEN YOU ARE USING ALL CAPITALS STOP AT OR BEFORE BOX 30.

GREAT ROOM FOR RENT ONLY $20C
MONTHLY AVAILABLE DEC 1 SO CALL
US 900N I 5416062 THIS IS THE COR
RECTNUMBERI

OWN ROOM In apecioua home avail
to FEM W qtr (Dec. 14 March 261
Qraat roommias A location Call Julia at
543-2707 ASAP

25" Raliegh Oran Prtx 16spd Mavtc
Brooks, 3tt, $100, Roger 5446885

1076 OtdamobHe converttvta
shape $2000 Call Marc 5463072

FEMAL e R O ^ M / ^ E N E E ^ o T o share
a room for Wtc/Sp Q|r Liga Apt
5 min walk from Campua $201.00
amon. 5408673.

-OWN ROOMMsla/Femafa
Own rwi In S bdrei heuaa, hardwood
Neera, Itreplaca. nica yard, cats
ok. $2666110.0 dap.-quM area
aval. ASAP $467023 alter 0pm

Thank you - Happy Holldaya • Sm you
naxt quarter - Susie

I NEED FALL GRADUATION TICKETS
IF YOU HAVE ANY EXTRA-PLEASE CALL
541-5510. HEIDI.
I NEED YOUR EXTRA GRAD TICKETS!

MUST SELL 74 Toyota Calice. Rbh eng,
trans, cKilch, brake. Oependeble. A1500
or S a Can 461-7174 evM

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS CALL
BONNIE. AFTER 5PM, 5436520

TYPING! Suaan-on campus pickup/
deliver 4814421
ATTN: GRAD TICKETS NEEDED
PlesM call Katie 543-5940

Apple he 60 col, Joyatick, Monitor A
aland, 2 drlvM. S800 Eric 541-2856

MEXPfNSIVB X-MAS GIFTS
ALL HAND MAOB 6 WlOf VARIETY
AT CAL POLY X-MAS SALE
DEC. 6 A DEC. 7 M THE CBAFT CENTER

EDITING A TYPING. Sr. Projects, papers.
Vickie, Tiger StrMm PrsM 5416060.

FEMALE RMMT to share 1 bdrm apt
cloaa to Poly $225 Call 5400639
FEMALE Naadad Share Room
$t70Monlh Call 541-3830
_

TACO BELL ^

KILLER SALE: Entire stock of
woman's swimwear reduced to only
TEN BUCKS EACH • The Sea Barn,
Avila Beach- BUY NOWI

w ie n v w o n

B.F.F.(SEXYI)Happy birtfiday lo aomaorra apacial
anough lo alMl irrora tban a bit of my.
haart. Ramambar...
l’m crazyau...

Monday. November 25. 1985

I

36 Btcycits

37 Automobdaa
38 Poommalat
41 Rental HousMvg
43 Homss lor Sals
as Tavlbookt
47 Inturanca
48 UaadFumilura

TIRED OF SHAR'NG A ROOM? 4 BDRM
WDSlOE APT a v a il a b l e WTR QTR
CALL 5409107 OR WOOOSIDE OFFICE

Komi« fotètit
BUYING A HOUSE?
For a tree Hst of all tha alfordabia
houses and condos for sale in SLO
call Stava Nataon F/S Inc. 5436370

CAMPUS RATES ALL CLASSIFICATIONS
706 per line per dey for 1-3 days
506 per line per day for 4-5 days
406 per line per day for 6 -t- days
AOSOROPEDOFF BEFORE 10A M
WILL START 2 WORKING DAYS LATER

OTHERWISE YOU MAY CONTINUE TO THE END OF THE LINE. 2 LINE MINIMUM

• Linas
Usad

$ Amount
attached

‘Í -i. I .( .d.
- ______________Drop this add wHh a check to Mustang Dally otiica at QA 226 before 10 A.M. or In thii «>6rop box at U U Information desk Caatrpaymant not acCliptad.

12

M onday, Novem ber 25,1985 M ustang Dally

500 acorns to be planted at Lopez Lake
By Laurie Magin
SlaKWrtMr

A total of 500 acorns will soon be planted
near Lopez Lake with .hopes of regenerating
the dwindling oak tree population in San Luis
Obispo County.
According to Julie Oxford, planting project
coordinator of ACORN (Association of
California Oak Resource News), forests of
valley oak trees “ are not regenerating,” and
are in danger of being lost. Oxford said that
cattle grazing and .urbanization are~lhe two
main reasons for this.
___
The ACORN project wgs -started 4n June,
and according to Oxford, is the “ brainchild”
o f Norman Pillsbury, natural resources
management department head. Pillsbury is a
former chair for the State of California
Hardwood Task Force, and according to Oxford,“ ls very involved in the hardwood
issue.”
Oxford said that many of the oaks in the
area “ are ill because their roots are where the

campers and their vehicles are,” and there is
no build-up of a seed source. “ There aren’t
anjr-young trees beneath the the canopy of the
old ones,” she said. Oxford also said that the
area has been affected by a drought and is
“ under stress.” but added that last summer’s
fire didn’t really damage the area.
The Cal Poly Forestry Club will be super
vising the planting which will involve many
service organizations from the community.
Oxford said that precautionary measures
will be taken to insure that tl\p acorns will
survive. The acorns will be placed in a
cylinder made of fine mesh wire, which will
protect them from both animals and the sun.
“ We are dependent on the success of the
project,” said O xford, adding that the
“ response o f the community has been
tremendous.”
The goal of ACORN, said Oxford, “ is to
create an awareness at the community, pro
fessional and personal level on the status of
oaks, and what we can do for the future.”

------------------------------------------------------------- l :-------------------------------------

CUTS
From page 1.
tional economic growth, accor-ding to a Nov. 13 article in The
Chronicle of Higher Education.'~
R yan said th e H o llin g s
^ amendment ' better recognizes the
effects o f cutting program s
rapidly. But she said there is
confusion over the plan among
financial aid officials.
“ All of this confusion is
u n d erstandable,”
said
New
Jersey Senator Bill Bradley (D).
in an Oct. 9 Washington Post
editorial. “ The bill wasn’t even
printed until two days after the
majority leader insisted we had
to vote on it,” said Bradley, who
c o -sp o n so re d
the
B radley-

Gephardt tax reform bill.
-more than one out of every two
But Senator Warren B. Rud- dollars collected in individual in
man (R), who co-sponsored the come taxes,” wrote Rudmaii.
plan« points out the need for
balancing the budget “ It has
President Reagan and Educa
taken the government four years
tion Secretary William Bennett
to reach the S2 trillion debt ceil
both support the Gramm-Ruding ... as much debt as we ac man plan. USSA is upset
cum ulated In our first 200
because Bennett has stated that
years,” stated the New Hamp since federal funds only provide
shire Senator in an Oct. 10
10 percent o f ' educational fun
Washington Post article respon ding, the effects of the plan on
ding to Bradley’s criticism.
student aid are minimal.
“ This S2 trillion burden repre
“ It may only be 10 percent of
sents an indebtedness of nearly
he federal budget, but it would
SI0,000 for every man, woman affect 30 percent of students at
and child in the United Sutes. Cal Poly.” said Wolf. “ It’s un
Financing this obligation will fo rtu n ate that people might
cost approximately S200 billion think that 10 percent (of the fed
in fiscal 1986 ... Gross interest on eral budget) only affects 10 per
the national debt now consumes cent of the students,” he added.

LIGHTS
From page 1
Gentilucci said if a report were
filed about a cycling light it
would move through the proper
channels and be fixed “ within the
week.”
However, Kennedy made the
comptaint several weeks ago and
nothing bad been done. Fur
thermore, Public Safety‘does not
have Kennedy’s call recorded
anywhere in their daily logbook.
But Wayne Hall, university
police sergeant, said the log book
is not always accurate and police
reporu can often by done orally.
“ It might all be' by mouth. The
log isn’t a very accurate repre
sentation.” he said.* “ I’m confir
dent that if a complaint came in
here it would get to Plant Opera:
tions,” said Hall.
Schroeder agreed. “ Possibly
when this call - came in the
dispatch called it in directly to
Plant Operations or directly to
the electrical shop.”
“ I’ve heard about it (the
lighting problem at the library),”
said Hall. But Hall wasn’t sure
from whom he had heard about
the problem.
Light checks are conducted by
Public Safety every four to five
weeks. Once a quarter, electri
cians from Plant Operations ac
company public safety officers on
these light checks. The quality of
lighting is paid special attention
in the dorm and library parking
lots, which are heavily used at
night, said Gentilucci.
“ We’re in the process of doing
one (a light check) right now but
we’ve had some problems with
rain and flooding,” said Hall.
The library escort service pro
vided by the In terfraternity
Council sets up a table in the

libary from 7 to II p.m. and will
escort people to their cars. A
group of students from Alpha
Upsilon fraternity working last
Thursday night said they didn’t
botice the malfunctioning lights
and if they did. that it wasn’t a
problem. “ I thought it was a bad
bulb going o u r,” said Jim
Hansell, one of the library
escorts. “ But 1 don’t see it as a
problem,” he added.
“ You can’t rely on the lights
being on. You just don’t feel

‘You can’t rely on
the lights being on.
You just don’t feel
safe.’
— Sarah Porter
safe,” said Sarah Porter, a
business senior who belongs to a
club that meets three times a
week in the library. “ It does
seem like every time we walk by
the lights they go off,” she said.
The lights in the parking lot
are run on a combination of a
timer and a photoreceptor cell.
The cell automatically turns the
lights on at night and the timer
automatically turns the lights off
at 12:30 a.m. Timers also turn
the lights off at earlier times on
weekends and holidays.
Gentilucci said problems can
be fixed more readily if the caller
reports the pole number of the
light rather than just the general
location. " If the number isn’t
given, we have to turn all the
lighu on and see which are cycl
ing. We have to do a lot more
work,” said Gentilucci.

■T l - l p m

RIBBON CUTTIN G CEREMONY
BAND -SECRET SERVICE '
CLOWNS
■BALLOONS

Free FRISBEES to the first 1000 custom made sandwich custemners
Free small soft drinks or coffee from 11-1 pm
,r'

